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S O F T W A R E

D E V E L O P E R

DEVELOPMENT

CONTACT

PROJECTS

Yum-Rando

INFO

Full Stack Java web-App built on Spring-boot Framework allowing users

210-663-4537
leonardo.rocco.paccione@gmail.com

to randomize their next meal choice. Using HTML, thymeleaf, and CSS,

GitHub: roccopaccione

and BootStrap for the frontend document view, while using Java for

LinkedIn: Rocco Paccione

backend architecture, SpringBoot for MVC manipulation, and MySQL for
our database creation.

Choose Your Own Adventure
Using binary tree models and encapsulation I created a playable

SUMMARY

choose your own adventure game, using basic input output commands, I

As a Software Developer I love the idea of fixing
problems with the most optimal solutions. I am a

call Labyrinth accessible through a GUI I designed I created using
Jframe and Jwindow.

life long learner who is not afraid to go to the
ends of the earth for the correct answer. As a
person

with

a

background

in

creating

interpersonal relationships I am confident I would
be a great addition to any team.

PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE

Aspen Creek Grill -- Lubbock, Texas

2019-2020

Waiter
Responsible for providing a high-caliber experience and exceptional
customer service skills to a discerning clientele. Job functions included
providing diners with a detailed overview of specials and menu items,
answering questions about complex dish preparation, conducting final
check of food items prior to serving customers to ensure quality
maintenance, as well as assisting in training two new servers, ensuring

TECHNICAL

SKILLS

HTML
CSS
JavaScript
Bootstrap

attention to detail and comprehensive understanding of the restaurant
methodology and practices.

Alorica (U.S. Bank Division) -- San Antonio, Texas 20182019
Customer Service Associate

VCS with Git
Paired Programming
Thymeleaf
Test-Driven Development
JavaSE
MySQL
Spring Boot Framework

Used multiple programs for operations such as reference material,
scheduling measures, and validating account information. I had to
continue my education with the constantly changing subject matter. I
assisted cardholders in many different forms of monetary transactions,
including fraudulent escalations. All the while providing the best
possible experience for the account holders.

jQuery
Object-Oriented Programming
Java EE (Servlets, JSP)

EDUCATION

Codeup

2021

Certificate
A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 22-week full-stack
Java career accelerator that provides students with 670+ hours of
expert instruction in software development.

